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1.Clan Structure

The clan operates two levels of membership:

Full Members
Trial Members

Trial members have the same permission and power as full 
members but are not eligible to vote on disciplinary matters, other 
trial members (or themselves!)

Although the server is ultimately in MonkeyFiend’s name the aim of 
the clan, where possible, is to operate on a democratic system, 
where all members carry the same weight and power. All votes be it 
monkeyfiend or the newest clan member carry the same weight

As such, when possible, member votes based on majority will be 
used.

In future additional roles may be used, such as:

War Arranger
Recruitment Officer
Web Developer/Web Admin
Forum Moderator
Server Admin (as in developer of server security)
Public relations

Note from MonkeyFiend

Overall leadership: It is necessary for the web server, TS server and 
game server to be in one person’s name and as a result under their 
complete control. Additionally debts and shortfalls in donations etc., 
also fall on my shoulders.

All major decisions should be undertaken by clan-wide votes. 
Sometimes day-to-day running etc., needs to be made without 
general clan input. I’ll endeavour to do my best with this.

If members are unsatisfied with my leadership, I will accept votes to 
remove me, equal to any other member. If this occurs and is 
successful, I will transfer control of the server/website to an 
appointed voted successor.
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The custom server configs/graphics/web-code will remain my 
property.

2.Server Rules

SERVER RULES

General Server Rules

No Cheating/Glitching/Hacking - PERMANENT BAN & Reported to EA

No Abusive Behaviour (includes Racism and personal insults) - 

KICK/BAN

No Unnecessary TeamKills - KICK/BAN

No Baseraping - KICK/BAN

No Disruptive behaviour (includes forcing TK's/flashbanging own 

team etc.,) - KICK

General Rules

We allow ALL weapons, don't complain about 'nooby' weapons 

We allow fighting commander

Autobalance is on

Punkbuster takes auto screenshots and is streaming from 

punksbusted/pbbans, screenshots are made public on website.

Don't make repeated votes.

Base Raping

Base Raping - This rule is to prevent people entering uncappable 

bases (the ones with the red circle/line through them) and killing 

people as they spawn. This is common rule amongst servers. Firing 

at an uncap is allowed, entering the uncap to kill people is 
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forbidden. Please use common sense on where you think the uncap 

boundaries are, if in doubt keep back a little or ask an admin.

The exception to this for special operations players, who may enter 

the uncaps to destroy commander resources e.g. 

UAV/Satellite/Artillery. Special Forces players may defend 

themselves if attacked. Being a Special Forces player doesn’t allow 

you to baserape - the commander assets should be your primary 

target.

Baserape Boundaries:
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Fighting Commander:

We do allow our commanders to fight, but only if they are 

commanding to a satisfactory level.

You should not make yourself commander if you intend to use 

commander assets for yourself alone or as a means of attaining 

double points at the end of round.
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If it is felt you are not acting for the good of the team, you may be 

asked to resign or be kicked to make room for another commander.

AutoBalance:

Our server has Autobalance automatically enabled. There is a 

threshold of 2 before it kicks in e.g. teams may be unbalanced by a 

total of 2 players before teams are autobalanced. If you wish to be 

moved to another team you should be able to do this as long as the 

teams are still balanced (e.g. less than 2 player difference) - or ask 

an admin ( we can move players at our discretion and as long as 

game is fairly balanced)

Autobalance only switches players when they die – some rounds 

may remain unbalanced for a little while before this is possible.

We do occasionally balance the teams manually - e.g. if the player 

numbers are balanced, but 1 team has a load of high scoring 

players while the other team are privates. This is to keep the 

general balance of the game.

Rounds per Map:

The  karkand server is 24/7 - currently we set this to 99 rounds per 

map. In the event of using additional maps we would set the 

rotation to 2 rounds per map. This setting is at the discretion of the 

server admin.

The vehicle server is set to 2 rounds per map.

Voting Systems:

We do allow players to kick vote or mutiny against other plays. 

However if making a vote of any type, you MUST GIVE A REASON 
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for the vote. You may attempt a vote on a player twice in a round, if 

the votes are unsuccessful do not repeatedly make kick votes, these 

are annoying and will get you kicked yourself.

If you have a specific reason for the vote that is not being 

addressed, e.g. you think the person is cheating, please report this 

to an in-game admin or on our website. Any cheating reports will be 

investigated.

Repeated Punishes:

While we believe people should be free to forgive and punish 

players for teamkilling, we also believe that players should not 

abuse this system. If a player teamkills on purpose, report this to an 

admin and they will be warned/kicked/banned as appropriate. If the 

teamkilling is accidental then use your judgement to forgive or 

punish.

Sadly some players abuse this position to always punish. It is our 

belief that some teamkills are the result of the teamkiller and some 

are the result of the person that actually dies e.g. running into an 

area that is already being bombarded with grenades. 

As such we would like to create an air of mostly forgive, but punish 

the few stupid individuals where appropriate, rather than the more 

usual punish everyone.

To enforce this we will kick anyone that punishes as a matter of 

course unless they can justify this. Usually 3 punishes (with no 

forgives) in a row will earn the punisher a kick - remember its a 

game, there's no reason to be a cock just because some people 

make the odd mistake.

C4/Claymores
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C4 & Clays ARE allowed, Please remember friendly fire is ON, so 

team-mates will trigger claymores.

Bunnyhopping

Our server allows people to use the jump key.

Language:

The language filter is not active, this is at the discretion of the 

admin and may change. We don't mind some friendly banter (it's a 

16+ game after all!) Please remember the rules regarding abusive 

behaviour though.

Logging:

Chat logs are recorded for reference

Punkbuster screenshots are taken at random & regularly, we also 

perform manual PB requests.

The server is streaming the MBL (master ban list) from punksbusted 

and streams on the fly to pbbans.

We keep the hack .dll and MD5 checks up to date (normally weekly)

Battlerecorder

Our server runs battlerecorder 24/7. The files are stored on the 

server, with the last 15 files (around 24 hours) worth available to the 

public on http://sneakymonkeys.com/demos

If you are reporting a player for cheating or rule breaking when no 

admins are online, please give the date/time so that the match can 

be reviewed in battlerecorder.
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Making Room on a server:

We do not operate reserved slots, we will however kick a player to 

make room for a clan member. We will usually try to remove the 

lowest scoring non-regular player or ask the clan member to wait if 

the game is due to end shortly.

We now also kick to make room for people using our Teamspeak 

server, so if the servers full, drop onto teamspeak and we'll see 

what we can do.

Rules are subject to change without notice.

Last updated 13/11/2007 (changed to include FF ON clays rules)
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3. Recruitment

If you're here you're probably interested in joining (or you're lost )

First off you may want to read a little about the clan Here or the 
server rules.

We do have some criteria for potential applicants:

1. We are a mature clan (although sometimes this is hard to believe) 
- mostly over 16's, we do occasionally make exceptions to this 
though. 
2. Should have headset/teamspeak 
3. NO cheaters/glitchers/statpadders

We do not recruit based on score, rank or skill, a good personality is 
much more important.

Known cheaters are not permitted membership.

Still interested? If so:

* Make a post here asking to join. Please post a little about yourself.
* You're more than welcome to drop by teamspeak and get to know 

us 
* Last (and most importantly) play on our server! 

Once you've posted on the forum, 2 clan members will need to 
accept you for a trial. If you've played on the server etc., and aren't 
a dick then that shouldn't be a problem. 

Once your trial begins you gain full member access to the 
server/admin/website/tags etc., for a 7 day trial. 

After the 7 days, clan members make a final yes or no vote to full 
permanent membership.

We're not all for strict regimented gaming, formal practices, and 
egotripping admins - we're a laid back clan just here to play a game 
without cheats and have some fun

we won't bite (well, except maybe foxx_in_socks) 
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4. Voting System

The clan operates its rules and guidelines using a voting system. 

All aspects of clan and server rules are decided by clan voting. All 
clan members may vote and all votes carry equal weight. In most 
cases majority vote wins* 

For example if you wish to change a server rules, a clan member 
may begin a vote. If the majority of clan members agree with the 
change, then that vote wins and the rules are changed.

All votes are either anonymous or you may choose to post your 
comments.

One thing to mention, threats to leave unless a rule is changed will  
always be ignored. This is not how a fair clan vote system works.

Generally if someone insists on a rule being changed or they leave, I  
personally would vote against them (even if I might otherwise agree 
with a rule) simply of the grounds they have attempted to poison 
the fair voting process.

 If a decision is made that you cannot abide then simply leave. Do 
not use the threat to leave a way of interfering with votes.

*the exception is to the majority vote is voting on new members, 
where an existing member can block (veto) a potential new member
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5. TeamSpeak

Teamspeak guidelines are fairly straightforward – We do allow 
‘colourful’ language, as it is an over 16’s game with most clan 
members being over 18.

Please do keep an eye out when younger members of the public are 
on the teamspeak server.

We kick to make room for people using our public teamspeak

Abuse of Teamspeak

Our TS server has been custom secured against most hacks by 
MonkeyFiend, so people coming online telling you they are going to 
hack it can usually be ignored.

All clan members are free to join unregistered or use a registered 
account, which provides admin powers. (to kick/ban users)

If someone comes online and is causing trouble, they can be 
kicked/banned from the TS server. Please do make a note of their IP 
address (right click on them and ‘get connection info’) though
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6. Website

Our website is a co-located web hosting (1 main site and 1 backup 
site) for resiliency. Occasionally we will lose website connection – we 
aim to provide access within 24 hours. We have additional satellite 
sites e.g. sneakymonkeys.info operated separately.

1. Please try and keep language on the website/forums 
appropriate, if matters are clan related, please make these 
posts in the clan member’s areas.

2. Unwarranted, extreme or racist abuse will result in a ban from 
the website/teamspeak and game server. If a clan member is 
responsible, disciplinary action may occur

3. Attempted hacking of the website will result in banning from 
all services, we will also do everything in our power to prevent 
your future misuse of your computer & internet connection.

4. Post content or posts themselves may be removed if they are 
deemed likely to provoke or offend.
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7. General Admin

Aside from following the usual rules that we ask of the members of 
the public, we also ask that clan members acting as admins do so in 
a responsible manner.

If you are acting admin, please try to keep personal abuse to a 
minimum and keep matters as fair and mature as possible when 
performing admin duties.

Misuse of admin powers may result in revocation of specific or all 
admin abilities.

Admins should make sure that if they are kicking or banning it is 
done in accordance of the server rules – admins should not kick 
players for things that are not covered in the server rules.

Please try and keep, large orange text (from bf2cc) down to a 
minimum (especially if you are in game, just use in game chat) – 
orange text loses its impact if messages are spamming and can be 
distracting to other players.

Kicks/Bans made by admins are left to their own judgement; please 
make sure they adhere to the server rules. No admin outranks 
another to overrule their decisions.

Appeals of ban go down to clan vote, see section 8.1
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8. Reporting Abuse

If a player wishes to report abuse of the server/website/admin 
powers, please make a post on our forum detailing the problem or a 
PM (private message) to an SM member or monkeyfiend

If presenting a report of a non-clan member on the server, this can 
be done through the public forums or by private message if you 
prefer. Please try to be as specific and list as much evidence as 
possible. (including names/dates and times)
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9 Appealing Bans

Appealing Automatic-Server Bans

If your name is on the PBbans/PsB/Evenbalance banlist you will not 
be able to play on the server. While you may have an excuse/reason 
for a ban, this rule is non-negotiable.

If you wish to appeal one of these bans please visit:

Pbbans.com
Punksbusted.com
Evenbalance.com

9.1 Local Admin Bans

Admins may find it necessary to ban you – usually as a result of 
repeated warnings/kicks or extreme behaviour.

If you wish to appeal a ban of this nature, please forward as much 
information as possible to monkeyfiend via private message on the 
sneakymonkeys.com forum.

If the ban is in accordance with our server rules, it will not 
be lifted, regardless of which admin made the ban

The clan as a whole will examine any ban appeals and will 
endeavour to resolve the issue within 7 days.

9.2 Appealing to the Server Provider

Our server providers are Multiplay and KillerCreation, neither will lift 
any local bans issued by our admins. So feel free to give it a go.

9.3 Reporting the server to EA

In the time running our servers, we have never had any response 
from EA. Again feel free to lodge a complaint.. Maybe ask them for a 
new patch while you’re there. :P
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10. Member Misconduct

Members are free to leave at any time, simply make a post or 
PM/mail monkeyfiend and it can be arranged.

 If a previous member who has left wishes to rejoin they must 
undergo the standard recruitment rules 

 Please do try and talk any issues you have over with monkeyfiend 
though before making a decision. 

Ejection of Clan Members:

1. By Vote

We do expect members to do everything possible to resolve their 
differences. 

If a clan member wishes to remove someone from the clan, it must 
be backed by at least one other clan member. 

 In theory, in order to start a vote to remove 'MonkeyFiend' from the 
clan, at least two clan members are required to bring about a vote. 

Majority will win. If vote is split, vote will be rejected.

 No more than 1 vote in a period of 7 days is allowed, this is to help 
deter reprisal votes.

2. By Misconduct

If a clan member is found to be in misconduct - action and 
punishment may be brought about by means of a members vote. 

In more severe cases e.g. racism/hacking/attacks on server etc., - 
immediate action may be taken by MonkeyFiend to uphold 
server/website/clan stability.

3. Hacking/Server Attacks

In addition to above, if a clanmember is proven to be 
hacking/cheating or attacking the server, I will wipe you off the face 
of the internet.
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